PEACE KEEPING OPTION between ISRAEL and MUSLIM NATIONS
NATIONS::

2012/3/2

A possibility of evading war may be Israel's turning to repent for the invasions against
Muslim nation after the war.War making against Iran is told to be fatal also for Israel.
At least,they could not be nothing damage. Even though peace was kept,would they be
hating with each other for long after ?,
Yes something extraordinary would be necessary for the reconciliation.
THE BACK GR
OUND
[1]
[1]：THE
GRO
UND..
the cursed hatered among them caused from long years struggle is
Above all,the
extraordinary, however,which was entirely mere a conspiracy,but very harmful and
insidious conspiracy not made by themselves,but by those who originaly forced to realize
Israel(1948) in Palestine. It is this that makes very kernel point to realize the reconciliation
reconciliation.
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The People of Sacred Scripture

The People of Sacred Scripture

Islamism＝

EXODUS from barbarianism ,
Judaism＝EXODUS

1 billion belivers in the world the 2nd largest.

Contributing to Christianism & Islamisim

Muslim culture contribution to the world

Jew Jesus is not Messiah for Judaist,but the
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Lord for Chiristianism.
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＊The modern western civilization was

1.9 billion belivers in the world the largest.
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triggered by the infamous crusader war

＊A professor(Japanese) taught author that
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culture. A researcher said the origin of

not be stable(＝chaotic). The invisible,but

modern civilization was caused just from

effective contribution must be said great．

the Orient Zone.

Author noticed the cause of social collapse
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in Japan may be due to Religion-Less.
Theism(Jews) vs Atheism(rulers).
＊Theism(Jews)
Those who persecute race of covenant with
the righteous
God(the
righteous) are Atheism(barbarian).
Rulers with exploitation in secular world
are conspiring to Jews flaming up bad as
scapegoat for hiding the regime of ruling.
＊spiritual leaders in the world
＊more details(click here)
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Islamism(Al Qur'an) includes Judaism and Christianism(the Bible).

002.004 :PICKTHAL: And who believe in that which is revealed unto thee (Muhammad)
and that which was revealed before thee(Bible), and are certain of the Hereafter.
⒜http://www.usc.edu/schools/college/crcc/engagement/resources/texts/muslim/quran/
⒝Izutsu Toshihiko,Al Qur'an(Ⅰ,Ⅱ,Ⅲ)Japanese translation,Iwanami shoten,Tokyo,
able >
国常立尊
国常立尊((In A ny Nation at Any Time,There Emerged Person the Respect
Respectable
≡DMGR
)>.
<(Prophet in 日月神示
日月神示((Day-Month God Revelation
Revelation≡
DMGR)>.
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E6%97%A5%E6%9C%88%E7%A5%9E%E7%A4%BA#.E5.9B.BD.E5.B8.B8
.E7.AB.8B.E5.B0.8A.E3.81.A8.E9.81.8E.E5.8E.BB.E3.81.AE.E9.A0.90.E8.A8.80.E8.80.85.E9.81.94

In every nations in the world,there emerged God-pillar
(chapter light,the 4th note)「In
warning the great washing on the world.All of those were commonly caused from the
same mechanism of the Lord,so all of people friendly do good with together by hand
to hand
hand(translation by author)」.DMGR is recent revelation(1941-1951)by auto-writing by
Japanese painter(researcher on theology)Tenmei Okamoto,of which original aim was
asking on win or defeat of world war the 2nd.Then he revelated the destiny of Japan
(defeat) and the world.

supplement on PALESTINE HISTORY FACT SUMMARY
[２]]：supplement
Ottoman Turkish rule (1516
–1917)
British Mandate of Palestine (1917
–48
⑶Ottoman
(1516–
1917).. ⑷British
(1917–
48))
In modern age,persecution on Jews became more terrific in Europe,so their exodus to
Palestine began by few population for the first time. It is told that Palestinian welcame those
emigrants.Except after WWⅡ,Muslim and Jews has been friendly due to common
recoginition on people of sacred scripture.
http://homepage2.nifty.com/hashim/palestine.htm
British Mandate of Palestine (1917
–48)
and the 3 tongues UK diplomacy promise.
⑷British
(1917–
48)and
⒜＊McMahon–Hussein Correspondence of1915 for Arab.
⒝＊Sykes–Picot Agreement of 1916 for French,
⒞＊Balfour Declaration of 1917 for Israel.
Those were betray by UK against Arab and Israelite. UK deprived Palestine from Ottoman
Turkish(Muslim) and gave the promise to Israel.Thus the rise of disputing could be told
non-evadable from the beggining. Author consider it conspiracy by EUROPE
EUROPE.

What Israel must recognize for Muslim:
⑴http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%91%E3%83%AC%E3%82%B9%E3%83%81%E3%83%8A%E5%95%8F%E9%A1%8C
⑵http://kajipon.com/kt/peace6.html
⑶http://homepage2.nifty.com/saikindouyo/palestaine-israel-history.htm
⑷http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Israel
⑸http://homepage2.nifty.com/hashim/palestine.htm
F

PALESTINE HISTORY FACT SUMMARY
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Israel and Judah (c.1200
–576 BCE)
⑴Israel
(c.1200–
BCE)..
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Babylonian, Persian and Greek rule (586 BCE – 2nd century BCE)
⑵Babylonian,
BCE),,Hasmonean
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kingdom (2nd century BCE – 64 BCE)
BCE),,Pre-Christian Rom
Roman
rule(64
CE),,
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Christian Roman and Byzantine rule (324
(324–
636),,Arab rule (636
(636–
1096),,
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–13th century)
Crusader rule (1099
(1099–
century),,Mamluk rule (13th century – 1517)
1517),,
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Ottoman Turkish rule (1516
–1917)
⑶Ottoman
(1516–
1917)..

A

British Mandate of Palestine (1917
–48)
and the 3 tongues UK diplomacy promise.
⑷British
(1917–
48)and
⒜Hussein McMahon correspondence(1915) for Arab
Arab.
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⒝Sykes-Picot Agreement(1916)for France & UK
UK,
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⒞Balfour Declaration(1917)for Israel.
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UN Resolution181 Palestine Patition Plan
1947
⑸UN
Plan(1947
1947//11
11//29
29)).

T

population：30%

for Israel、70%for Arab

land area ：56.5% for Israel、43.5%for Arab.
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Dayr Yāsīn masscre(
1948
⑹Dayr
masscre(1948
1948//4/9) and the Exile Operation DALET.
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http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%87%E3%82%A4%E3%83%AB%E3%83%BB%E3%

E

83%A4%E3%82%B7%E3%83%BC%E3%83%B3%E4%BA%8B%E4%BB%B6
http://grossman.blogspot.com/2004/08/o.html

パレスチナ難民の発端

http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/acd/gr/gsce/ce/2007/km01.pdf

イ スラエ ルに おけ る歴 史記 述と パレ スチナ 難民 問題
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e:
⑺4.4milion Palestinian Massive Refuge
Refugee
Palestine people had already lived there, while Israel with others had forcibly invaded and
exilded Palestinian
Palestinian. As the consequence,they had lost way of living.This is evidently
lowless.Israel is guilty that they exiled innocent Palestinina by the terror,which had caused
WW3 Possibility
unstability not only among Middle East,but also the world(WW3
Possibility).

UN Resolution181 Palestine Pa
1947
⑸UN
Parrtition Plan
Plan(1947
1947//11
11//29
29)).
Dayr Yāsīn masscre(
1948
⑹Dayr
masscre(1948
1948//4/9) and the Exile Operation DALET.

e:
⑺4.4milion Palestinian Massive Refuge
Refugee
The terrific persecution by NAZIS and by Holocaust drove many Jews to emigrant to
Palestine,which was to cause trobules with the former resident Palestinians at last.
The problem was to be mandated to UN.The result was evidently disadvantageous for
Palestinian. In addition those, Dayr Yāsīn masscre
masscre(1948/4/9) rose and the terrific rumour
the Exile Operation DALET
caused massive refugee of Palestinian(the
DALET).Thus long and
desperate wars era between Israel and Muslim Nations were to begin.

continued to click here

